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Why did I call you altogether?
To give us all hope and opportunity in a down economy.
The Global Economic situation is in need of solutions to the large influx of new
Entrepreneurs.
What do we do with all these new Entrepreneurs? How can we work together to find
opportunities that will generate incomes for those of you in need of a better life? How
do we “Connect”?
1. Wideband for those sitting at home on their couch’s will change the paradigm of the
Software Industry, including the Social Media startups, like FaceBook, Google,
Microsoft, Yahoo, etc.
2. Education via eLearning from the Wideband Internet will provide the Access to
these and many other individuals, from High School Dropouts to MBA’s. I figure the
PHd’s are still in demand... The EDU Plan is not aimed at traditional K12, we need to
help those that need help looking for a better job.
3. Boating Industry as an example, has taken a crash dive, and needs reemployment
due to lack of sales. The individuals I find that LinkedIN is suggesting that I connect
to, are in a sad situation, due to fuel costs, no Bank Loans, no Buyers, Legal actions,
etc. We need to retrain, assist, and find new business opportunities for these
individuals...
4. Internet companies are still failing to achieve sales levels on a continuous quarterly
basis, some are public corporations, and will probably need to consolidate, regroup,
reduce, improve revenues, etc. The main reason for Wideband is to provide the next
generation of APPS via companies based on the Internet.
5. Wideband or Fiber to the House install videos are on YouTube, How to splice fiber,
connect Fiber from the curb, to your Home Server or AiLibrary, because Your Data is
Your Data! So your local storage is still required even though you have a copy of
your digital stuff in the Cloud...
6. EDU Plan for High School Dropouts. We have a unsustainable number of High
School Drop Outs, some are getting older, have family’s and need to become Tax
paying mature educated workers... eLearning in the form of a Playstation or XBOX
that keeps your eye on winning, to get to the next level or replay current level, until
success, needs a Game that is a attention grabber, that connects user’s as the
Videos Games of todays First Person Shooter do... If we could change Education
to be ENJOYABLE as today’s top Video Games, we could educate those spending
many hours per day sitting on their couch’s...
7. EDU Plan for successful individuals with some College to MBA’s is needed to
refresh and/or allow graduation from their living rooms. Business Colleges such as
Phoenix, Heald, etc. need a higher number of GRADUATES who have been seduced
into Student Loan Programs but did not complete their education, yet are responsible
to repay their Student Loans...
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8. EDU Plan for Employment and Corporate Training Courseware on a continuous
basis is needed to allow individuals to learn and stay current with their employment
education requirements from their couch’s... Gas is expensive today...
9. Wideband is simply Broadband without performance (throttling) billing issues.
10.4K HDTV is coming to the home from Japan, new 4K Ultra HD projectors are
available now, 4K AV Receivers that upscale HDTV to Ultra HD are in the pipeline
of Japan’s electronic’s industry that allow a improvement of resolution to todays
HDTV’s. 85” Ultra HDTV’s (3D no glasses) are in the pipeline from Japan. Do you
realize that elearning improves with HDTV resolution? 4K Ultra HD Camcorders
are in the pipeline for $5,000, just like we had a few years ago for the first HD
Camcorders that are now in your iPhone...
11. Digital Storytelling using a 4K HD iPhone/Android Phone is probably not that far
away... Your children will use this technology to see things you and I have never
seen. Pocket Microscope Smartphones?
12. 4K HD requires much higher Bandwidth.
13. I was on StarPower Entertainments Board of Directors for 10 years, and have
been in the forefront of the Computer Industry Technology curve all my life...
14. GHK AiLibrary is now over 10 years old.
15. EDU Plan is for the increase of Entrepreneurs due to the economy. During the
Reagan years we called Consultants - Professionally Unemployed...
Entrepreneurs are the same kind of individuals.
16.How many Social Media Experts does it take to change a Light Bulb? All of them.
17. Do I think I can run the EDU Plan? NO! but you can!
18. 3D Printers have evolved and a Professor is promoting build houses with a
Tonka Sized 3D printer... see TEDx.
19. Rapid Construction of anything.
20. Farming improvements.
21. Ocean research projects, Rovers, Robots, etc. more that just the NET and
Software...
22. We can build anything we can think of today...
23. We just landed Curiosity on Mars...
24. Sell America via Aloha on Tour...
25. Limitless ideas of today’s Business Incubators need Sales and Marketing and
Funding.
26. Angel Investors need assurance of a ROI! Congress get busy...
27. Trickle Down Economy only works with a ROI, or no Trickle...
EDU Plan - Build it, they will come.

